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About This Game

Gem Monster support vr mode and keyboard + mouse mode, both modes have good experience. In the game you fight different
kinds of monsters in which are composed of gems and different colors. The only way to defeat them is to match and remove all

the gems on their body. Each monster has it's own distinctive behavior and attack mode and you'll need to use different
upgrades and skills to contend with them.

Please read the help tips carefully before fighting with monsters, which will help you to enjoy the game.
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Title: Gem Monster
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
keggame
Publisher:
keggame
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista 64-bit

Processor: Intel i3 2nd-Generation 2.5GHz, AMD Quad-Core 2.5GHz

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT640, AMD Radeon HD7750, 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1024 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French,German,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Korean
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This game is amazing.. I saw this game and the words PIRATE ( Yes I am a wuss for anything pirate..don't ask why. :)

Anyway only played a short while due to life etc but what made me buy this game above anything else was the raw honest truth
from the devs about this game and it's future.

Also obviously other reviews...I felt the need to support them with further development because I was taken aback by what
appears to be total steadfast to finishing and enhancing this game..

Gets my vote for sure.

GTX 1070 I5 6600k 16 gb ram playing game at 60fps on a 60hz monitor in 1440p.

The game looks fabulous and honestly is above the quality of some FX 3 tables.

I feel that real skill is being applied to this game and I am looking forward to seeing others down the line :). exelent party game
for you to try out with your friends, one play the vr the other plays with controllers/keyboard.

Early acces means that devolpers listends to your feedback and adds new things into the game, Love this so far!

8/10 would play again.. A stale noir with an irritiating lead character., cliche' music. Designwise is not that bad. Even if you are
a fan of the genre, i would certainly not recommend it. Infinitely better to (re)watch a Bogart or Hitchcok film. Also there are
much better adventures out there (Cognition; The Blackwell series, the list is long).. This is the first of the Love Chronicles
series. You are a prince, who has been having rather disturbing dreams. Deciding to investigate as it might be destiny, you make
a journey, eventually discovering a kingdom which has suffered a witch's curse. Basically, a twist on Sleeping Beauty.

Plot is decent, characters are vibrant, minigames are fun, and the HO scenes are thrilling.

Recommend getting the bundle.. Racked, racked, Ammo-racked
ya just been tracked
if ya gonna rack me I'll rack ya back. Nostalgia <3 and this is where they took batman combat from.
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Reminds me of a more colourful and humourous Battle Garegga (if they bring that to steam I'll sh\u00edt myself). Definitely
one to try out if you have fond memories of Mame emulated shmups of yore, especially with the worldwide leaderboard to show
you how much you suck\/rule compared to everyone else.. nope,but yop. Great route spolied by speed signs on Driver's Guide
being placed in wrong spot or missing altogether meaning constantly having to reload or make copious notes about the errors.
How does such obvious errors and so many get past any competent beta testing program?. This is my first and probably one
review of a game I will ever do. Why am I writing this?
Because this game is great! Really too good to not recommend!

Its 2017 and I have been playing hundreds of game since this one (mostly on PC) and I still cant find a game that has a better
storymode than this. It is never boring and very versatile. You go from different missons but all the time for the same goal and
even if the game is linear in a way you still feel free and do not ever have to think about glitches or controls restraining you in
the progress of moving forward.

The only thing that is a bit sad about this game is that it is short. Therefore I will match this review keeping it short aswell.
Thanks for reading. Don't make the mistake of buying this when intoxicated, like I did.

You get a reskin for a single gun. That reskin may or may not change the stats of the gun. I don't care, that will not change my
opinion on this worthless DLC.

You also get some other tiny crap that you can use in O-N-E of your playthroughs.

The reskin is available in all playthroughs but makes picking up duplicate dropped weapons a chore, since you do not
automaticaly get the ammo from it. Therefore I sold the gun shortly after.

This DLC is not worth a single Dollar\/Euro\/Rubel\/Yen.. I can't play.
The settings menu is extremely "minimalist"
Graphics looks good but game lacks content
For now it's a no. I am too proudly casual (DMG) to watch this and I could care less about professional gaming.

My playtime here is achieved by merely having it accidentally opened for a prolonged period of time, not actually watching.

I would rather play the game instead.

My time is precious.

. REJECTED .. The game creators really went creative about the concept of this game. You basically start out in your apartment
and you end up in a sort of dream state where you beat the dept armies RPG style. It is really ironic because when I bought this
game we were talking about after college debts in the UK/US in class. They really took everthing RPG style which is kind of
funny. The humor in this game is also appropriate for the matter.

The music is something I would like to ellaborate in this game. Overall it is pretty loud, most game music I can listen to at 100%
sound but this music is even loud at 50%. Not that it is bad, it is pretty good, but I don't want to wear hearing aid 5 years from
now. The battle music is catchy and I find it enjoying when I listen to it. The boss music is even better, I really felt the tension
while I was playing these boss battles.

The gameplay is doubtful, although fun and challenging, it is easily to get screwed up and being stuck in a dungeon and then not
being able to get out. There is a sort of planned out order of events and if you do not follow these you get screwed by the game,
there is one 'strategy' to prevent this from happening and that is being overleveled most of the game. The dungeons itself are
very challenging but the save option helps you a lot getting through because most of the battles require you to try over and over.
That is because there is a certain rng in this game, while in battle you notice if you can handle this battle/boss or not but you can
still lose due to the order of moves/specials they use. If the luck is in your favor you can beat them eventhough you used the
same/similar strategy as the previous battle which you lost. Some bosses are incredibly hard and require you to have a certain
level/ certain skills to be able to beat them which is good, it asks you to grind a little bit instead of stomping the game effortless.
Funny enough some battles are definitly lost but that is due to the story line, don't worry you won't lose anything (aside from
your time).
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Overall a good game, good graphics and a good map. Although it is not clear where to go at all times it is fun to explore the map
and find out. It is a pity though that you can't get out of dungeons if you 'screwed' up your path. Also you can't play this game
fullscreen but that maybe prevents it crashing when tabbing out so that's not really a disadvantage.. Without a doubt the best
mini-games I have played on steam (I can see hours of fun ahead of me) ... I am looking forward in seeing what Duck Dev's do
next.
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